
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COCOA MAT MAINTENANCE 
 

 

REGULAR CLEANING: 
 

 Clean mat daily.  Vacuum daily with a heavy-duty (commercial) vacuum cleaner to 
remove deeply embedded dirt particles, especially in heavy traffic areas.  Best when 
mat is dry. 

 
 To remove deeply embedded dirt, remove the mat from areas where possible and 

turn it upside down and shake entire mat vigorously.  Do this on a routine 
maintenance schedule. 

 
 

SPOT REMOVAL: 
 

Spill stains should be cleaned with an absorbent material to absorb as much liquid as 
possible.  On oil or grease based stains, clean immediately using small amounts of 
neutral all-purpose cleaner on a clean cloth.  Wipe the stained area thoroughly 
avoiding saturation of the face yarns.  Wipe again with clean, dry cloth to absorb as 
much moisture as possible. 

 
 

SHAMPOOING: 
 

When daily care fails to restore mat surface, shampooing is recommended.  Use a 
neutral carpet cleaning detergent with hot water.   Follow manufactures directions for 
mixing sparingly to avoid saturation of surface yarns.  Follow up with clean dry 
cloths, wiping entire surface to absorb as much moisture as possible. 

 
Alternate shampooing method – mat may be removed from entrance and be washed 
with shampoo or ordinary soap and water using substantial amounts of cleaning 
solution and brushing as above, then rinsed thoroughly using clear water rinse.  
Allow ample time for thorough drying drainage and drying time before placing mat 
back into service. 

 
If the mat is saturated with water, expansion may occur.  Mat will return to 
approximate original size when dry.  Some trimming may be necessary for recessed 
mats.  If automated carpet cleaning equipment is used, follow the manufacturers'’ 
instructions carefully. 
Due to the absorbent nature of the natural fiber used in this product, results cannot be 
guaranteed for stain removal in all cases. 
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